Book Characters
Throughout the handbooks, the clubbers will read about a group of kids who are always ready for adventure!

All of the kids are good friends and Awana clubbers at the same church.

Arthur enjoys science

Erik is the little kid with

Leah's claim to fame is Then there's Carlos.

and checking out stuff on
his dad's computer. He's
also the kid with the
313½ freckles.

the BIG words. He's not
obnoxious about it, but
sometimes his brilliance
DOES make the other
kids roll their eyes.

saying the alphabet
backwards in three
seconds flat.

Christy is totally into soccer.

Jalissa meets the T&T kids at

You can't find a soccer term she
doesn't know.

Deep Creek Canyon in Book Four.
She's not a Christian, but the kids
invite her on a hike ...

His priorities are
skateboarding and
teasing the girls.

And of course we can't forget

Streamwood the dog named
for the Awana headquarters
location in Illinois.

BOOK THEMES

(89 Bible verses)
Blue UA book 2 - spend a summer at the beach. (101 Bible verses)
Green UC book 1 - act in a video set in Israel. (109 Bible verses)
Yellow UC book 2 - all characters on an outdoors vacation. (133 Bible Verses)
Red UA book 1 - study outer space.

Example, Red UA book One, Leah and Arthur learn what the astronauts did when they
first orbited the moon. Erik explains the meaning of the Greek words in “astronaut.”
In Blue UA book Two, Leah and Christy learn about barnacles and octopi, while Arthur
and Erik jump up and down over their new knowledge of clams!
Every great, themed adventure the kids have while learning about God's Word is based in reality: real
locations, real facts and realistic experiences that any kid could have. None of the settings are fantasy-based
— because the ultimate adventure of knowing the Lord Jesus is way better!

